In this paper we establish the connections between two di erent extensions of Z4-linearity for binary Hamming spaces. We present both notions -propelinearity and G-linearity -in the context of isometries and group actions, taking the viewpoint of geometrically uniform codes extended to discrete spaces. We show a double inclusion relation: binary G-linear codes are propelinear codes, and translation-invariant propelinear codes are G-linear codes.
Introduction
The main concepts involved in this paper are the ones related to binary propelinear and binary G-linear codes. Both concepts have the same objective, that is, to induce a group structure into nonlinear codes. The search for such a structure arises from the possibility of reducing the decoding complexity.
The Z 4 -linearity, established in [9] , disclosured a correspondence between several well known classes of good binary nonlinear codes and submodules of Z n 4 . Attempts to extend this concept have been done independently and in di erent ways, namely the concepts of propelinearity [12] for binary codes, and of G-linearity for m-ary codes [7, 5, 1] .
The Z 4 -linear codes are based on the Gray map : Z 4 → Z A closer look at the Gray map gives ideas on how to extend the Z 4 -linearity. In the Hamming space Z n 2 , consider the action of the symmetric group S n by coordinate permutations. For u; v ∈ Z n 2 and ∈ S n , let (v; ) be the mapping (v; )(u) = v + (u). It is easy to see that this mapping preserves Hamming distance between vectors, that is, it is an isometry. We denote by (Z n 2 ; d H ) the symmetry group, that is, the group of isometries of the Hamming space (Z
is isomorphic to the symmetry group of a square. In this group, g = (10; (12)) is an element of order 4, and hence induces an action of
Then we have (k) = (k)(00); which means that the Gray map can be naturally obtained via an action of Z 4 on Z 2 2 . This approach of considering codes linked to these mappings composed of translations and coordinate permutations was done in [11, 12] as an extension of the Z 4 -linearity.
However, one can look at the Gray map from another viewpoint. The mapping (10; (12) ) is an isometry of Z 2 2 , and Z 4 corresponds to the subgroup of isometries of Z 2 2 generated by a quarter of a turn rotation on the square Z 2 2 . Furthermore, we may consider subgroups of isometries of Z 2 2 other than Z 4 , with some extra constraints on their actions in order to still get some of the good properties of the Z 4 -linearity. This concept was introduced in [7, 5] under the name of G-linearity. This extension was deÿned in a very broad sense for metric spaces in general.
We can say that the G-linearity is also an adaptation of the concept of geometrically uniform codes [6] to discrete spaces. We point out that the Z 4 -linearity is a very special case of the G-linearity, when restricted to m-ary codes, in the sense that Z 4 is the only cyclic group that ÿts the deÿnition when considering either the Lee metric [5, 2] or the Hamming metric [10, 3, 4] 
Under the restriction that the Hamming space is binary, we show that the propelinearity and the G-linearity are closely related.
We consider also the concept of translation-invariant propelinear codes introduced and completely classiÿed in [12] . From this classiÿcation and from the results presented in this paper, the connections between the previously mentioned extensions of the Z 4 -linearity can be set for codes in the Hamming space Z In doing so, we also provide a geometric viewpoint of the propelinearity, showing that the group structure of a propelinear code is induced by the group structure of the symmetry group of the Hamming space where this code lies. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic deÿnitions and examples are established. In Section 3, Theorems 1 and 2 establish the connection between propelinear codes and the mentioned symmetry groups. As a consequence, the inclusions just set are realized.
Preliminaries
Originally, the group structure of a propelinear code is induced by coordinate permutation, whereas in the G-linear code it is induced by a subgroup of the symmetry group acting freely and transitively in a Hamming space. Although these concepts employ distinct procedures of inducing a group structure into nonlinear codes, we show that both use basically symmetry subgroups and that a binary G-linear code is always propelinear.
In this paper, we specialize the concept of G-linearity introduced in [7, 5] for m-ary codes in Z 
Note that the G-linearity is an extension of the Z 4 -linearity inspired by the concept of geometrically uniform codes. Since in this paper we consider Z n 2 , the Lee metric d L and the Hamming metric d H coincide.
In the following examples, we consider Z n 2 either naturally embedded in R n or identiÿed with the vertex set V n of a hypercube, V n = {(±1; ±1; :::; ±1)}. The group of isometries of the Hamming space (Z n 2 ; d H ) is precisely the Euclidean group of symmetries of the hypercube [7, 5] . This consideration extends the geometric fact underlying the Gray map for n = 2. We will consider separately the cases n = 3; 4 and general n. 
In the cube V 3 ; this action is generated by a quarter-of-a-turn rotation, R with the set C = {±1 ± i ± j ± k} ⊂ H. C is invariant under the action of the quaternionic group Q 8 = {±1; ±i; ±j; ±k} (via left multiplication). Besides, C is also invariant under the Z 2 action via quaternionic conjugation: (a + bi + cj + dk) = a − bi − cj − dk. We can combine both actions, via composition, in a semidirect product Q 8 n Z 2 action. We point out that all group actions involved are free and correspond to isometries in the Hamming space. This extends an example given in [12] for Q 8 , and the Q 8 n Z 2 -linear codes thus obtained include some translation-invariant propelinear codes.
Example 3. For general n, using the above construction for n = 3 we can induce through successive re ections group actions in Z G-linearity is an extension of the Z 4 -linearity inspired by the concept of geometrically uniform codes, whereas propelinearity extends the Z 4 -linearity via permutation groups:
Deÿnition 2 (RifÂ a and Pujol [12] ). Let C be a subset of Z n 2 that contains the zero codeword. We say that C is a propelinear code if there exists a set of permutations
Considering the operation
we deÿne a subclass of the class of all propelinear codes by:
Deÿnition 3 (RifÂ a and Pujol [12] ). Let C be a propelinear code. We say that C is a translation-invariant propelinear code if and only if the operation ? preserves Hamming distance, that is, for all u; v ∈ C and x ∈ Z In the next section we describe the propelinearity concept in terms of symmetry groups and show that Translation-invariant Propelinearity ⇒ G-linearity ⇒ Propelinearity:
Relating propelinearity and G -linearity
We start with a geometric characterization of the propelinear codes. Considering the mapping : C → S n ; (v) = v , given by Deÿnition 2, its graph ( ) = {(v; v )|v ∈ C} can be identiÿed as a subset of the full symmetry group (Z n 2 ; d H ): In fact, as we show next, this subset is a subgroup of (Z n 2 ; d H ); which is isomorphic to Z n 2 o S n (where the semidirect product is the wreath product of Z 2 and S n , see [8] ).
Let C be a propelinear code, and consider the graph ( ) of the map from C into S n . For (v; v ) and (u; u ) in ( ); we have
by (2) of Deÿnition 2. Since u ∈ C, it follows that v + v (u) ∈ C (by (1) of Deÿnition 2), and then ( ) is closed under group product.
is a subgroup of S n , [11] , and (1) again). This ÿnishes the proof that ( ) is a subgroup, for (u; u )
On the other hand, suppose that for a code C we have a map : C → S n with ( ) = {(v; v ) | ∀v ∈ C} being a subgroup of Z n 2 o S n . This is a straightforward veriÿcation for (2) of Deÿnition 2. Item (1) is also easily checked: let v ∈ C and s ∈ Z n 2 be such that w = v + v (s) ∈ C, and let (w; w ) be the corresponding element in ( ). Since (− Proof. Assume that C ⊆ Z n 2 is a propelinear code. Hence, the graph ( ) is a subgroup of (Z n 2 ) ∼ = Z n 2 o S n . The natural identiÿcation of ( ) with C (given by f → f(0)) induces a transitive action of ( ) on C. We can also see that this action is free on C: since f(0) = g(0) if f = g, the stabilizer of 0, 0 (C) = {f ∈ ( ); f(0) = 0} is trivial. But for any other point x of C one has x = f(0) for some f ∈ ( ), and its stabilizer is conjugate to 0 (C), therefore, it is also trivial ( x (C) = f(0) (C) = f 0 (C)f −1 ). For the converse, let : Z n 2 o S n → S n be the projection (v; ) → . The hypothesis on N and C implies that, for each v ∈ C, there is only one f ∈ N such that f(0) = v. Thus we obtain the required mapping : C → S n given by (v) = (f(0)) := (f).
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we can conclude: Theorem 2. Every binary G-linear code is a binary propelinear code.
What about the converse? It is false, as the following example shows. 123)) . This generator is a rotation of =3 around the axis of the cube that passes through 001 and 110. This code cannot be G-linear for any group G, because this group would have order 8 and then a proper subgroup should have order 1, 2 or 4.
Next, we look for the relations between G-linear codes and translation-invariant propelinear codes. As we saw in Example 2, the propelinear codes with associated group Q k 8 are also Q 8 o Z 2 -linear codes. In [12] the translation-invariant propelinear codes are classiÿed and it is shown that they are of the type Z One may ask if G-linear and translation-invariant propelinear are equivalent requirements for linear codes; the answer is negative again, and the easiest example is given by the action of D 4 on Z 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented the concepts of G-linearity and propelinearity in the context of isometries and group actions, establishing the relations between them and providing some examples. We believe that this viewpoint should shed some light on the group structure of propelinear codes and even in some aspects of the well known Z 4 -linearity, which originated both concepts.
